
C A P A B I L I T Y  S T A T E M E N T



A BETTER WAY
Lovegrove is a multidiscipline contracting company 
delivering ‘complete confidence’ via end to end 
solutions in electrical contracting, renewable energy, 
fuel systems, carwash systems, and civil earthworks. 

In the six decades since our establishment in 
1956, we’ve assembled a diverse in-house team 
armed with vast experience, proven knowledge 
and modern technology, enabling us to handle any 
challenge with sure-fire certainty.

Today, third generation directors Michael and Tony 
Lovegrove drive us into the future as a dynamic, fluid 
company with a rare ability to evolve and adapt to 

industry demands.

SPECIALIST CAPABILITIES:

/ ELECTRICAL
/ RENEWABLE ENERGY
/ FUEL SYSTEMS
/ CARWASH SYSTEMS
/ CIVILS



COMPLETE EXPERIENCE
We’ve brought together an unrivalled range of skilled 
professionals, in-house. By directly employing our 
entire team, Lovegrove is armed with the onsite 
diversity required to deliver the complete solution, 
whatever the challenge.

• QHSE professionals
• Project managers
• Electricians
• Fuel Fitters
• Gas Fitters
• Coded Welders
• Carwash Technicians
• Civil Operators
• Administrators
• Stores and logistics.

COMPLETE KNOWLEDGE
To evolve and adapt with the industries we work with, 
Lovegrove invests heavily in information and training.

Our certifications and licences:

• ACAPMA
•  Clean Energy Council Accredited company, 

design and installation accreditations
• PICA WA
•  Electrical Contractors Licence EC581 (WA) 

PGE 215460 (SA)
• Accredited Installers DRA/Envirotanks/Tank Solutions
• Wayne Fueling Systems - OPW
• NUPI 
• UPP
• Veederoot
• WPCG
•  Working towards accreditation to ISO9001, 

45001 and 14001.

COMPLETE TECHNOLOGY
A highly trained workforce is only as good as the 
tools at its disposal. To optimise responsiveness and 
rapidly meet project requirements, we’ve made a 
significant investment in plant and machinery, as well as 
technology that delivers data to our staff in ‘real time’.

•  All safety information (such as SWMS, JSAs, 
Prestarts and MSDS) 

•  Emails, electronic forms and site documentation
• Ability to upload photos directly to head office daily.

SEE IT THROUGH
Every year, Lovegrove successfully completes many 
projects across Western Australia, South Australia 
and the Northern Territory. Our success is born from 
a promise to see every project through to completion, 
on time, on budget and our goal is to exceed clients 
expectations.

READY TO SEE INGENUITY AT WORK?
Lovegrove is the reliable partner you’ve been looking 
for. Talk to us today to discover how our trained experts 
can deliver the complete solution.

LEAVE IT TO LOVEGROVE

WITH LOVEGROVE, THERE’S NO NEED TO 
SOURCE MULTIPLE CONTRACTORS. LEAVE 
IT TO US AND WE’LL HANDLE EVERYTHING, 
FROM CONCEPT TO COMPLETION.



11 Burgay Court, Osborne Park, WA 6017   /   lovegrove.net.au


